000 – COMPUTER SCIENCE, INFORMATION & GENERAL WORKS

070 – DOCUMENTARY MEDIA, EDUCATIONAL MEDIA, NEWS MEDIA, JOURNALISM, PUBLISHING

079 – JOURNALISM AND NEWSPAPERS IN OTHER GEOGRAPHIC AREAS

079.7292 – Journalism and Newspapers. Jamaica

Gleaner Company Limited. Gleaner 180 : an epic journey with the Jamaican people : coverage of selected milestone events 1834-2014 / the Gleaner Company. - Kingston (11 Cunningham Avenue, Box 686, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2016. - xiv, 152 pages : colour illustrations ; 28 cm
ISBN 978-976-637-911-7 (hardcover) : Unpriced

100 – PHILOSOPHY & PSYCHOLOGY

150 – PSYCHOLOGY

158 – APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY

158.1 – Personal improvement and analysis

Holdsworth, Couvator
Understanding relationships : God's plan for healthy relationships in a postmodern world / by C.A. Holdsworth and Pancyline Holdsworth. - Kingston (65 Deanery Road, Kgn. 3) : Couvator Holdsworth, 2016. - 108 pages ; 22 cm
ISBN 978-976-956-983-6 (pbk) : Unpriced

Holgate, Michael
Your empowerment GPA / Michael Holgate and Conroy B. Wilson. Kingston (8 Cargill Avenue, Kgn. 10) : The Ashe Company, 2016 156 pages : colour illustrations ; 18 cm

200 – RELIGION

220 – BIBLE

220.6 – Interpretation and criticism (Exegesis)

Rampersad, Lalchan
The Great Bible fraud / Lalchan Rampersad - Kingston (Apt. 122 Springvale Count, 10 Brynmawr Avenue, Kgn. 10) : Cherry-Ann Smart, 2016. - xiv, 188 pages ; 28 cm
240 – CHRISTIAN MORAL AND DEVOTIONAL THEOLOGY
248 – Christian experience, practice, life

Holdsworth, C. A.

260 – CHRISTIAN SOCIAL AND ECCLESIASTICAL THEOLOGY
266 – Missions

Martin, Jennifer P.

300 – SOCIAL SCIENCES

303 – SOCIAL PROCESS
303.4 – SOCIAL CHANGE
303.4833097292 – Communication. Jamaica

Office of the CIO.
(pbk) : Unpriced

304 – FACTORS AFFECTING SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
304.8 – MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE
304.8097291 – Migration. Cuba

Marshall, Sharon Milagro
ISBN 978-976-640-594-6 (pbk) : Unpriced
304.8 – MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE

304.82 – International movement

ISBN 978-976-816-616-6

305 – GROUPS OF PEOPLE

305.2 – AGE GROUPS

305.26 – Persons in late adulthood

Soares, Barrington Ludlow.
Engaging the zeroes : 0-100 (Ageing) / by Barrington Ludlow Soares. Manchester [40 Manchester Road, Box 41, Mandeville, Manchester, Jamaica] : Revd Barrington Soares in collaboration with Church Teachers' College, 2016. - 102 pages : colour illustrations; 22 cm

305.4 – WOMEN

305.409729 – Women. Caribbean

Massiah, Joycelin.
ISBN 978-976-640-582-3 (pbk) : Unpriced

306 – Culture and institutions

ISBN 976-637-621-2 (pbk) : Unpriced

320 – POLITICAL SCIENCE (POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

320.9729 – Political situation and conditions. Caribbean

330 - ECONOMICS
330.97292 – Economic situation and conditions. Jamaica

Orane, Douglas

338 – PRODUCTION
338.04 – Entrepreneurship

Hamilton, Rosalea.

338.9 – ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH
338.91 – INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH
338.9151079 – Assistance by China to the Caribbean

Bernal, Richard L.

Bernal, Richard L.

340 – LAW
341 – Laws of nations

Vasciannie, Stephen.
Kingston: Printed by Jamaica Printing Services, 2016. - x, 762 pages; 25 cm
(pbk) : Unpriced

Vasciannie, Stephen.
ISBN 978-976-654-003-6 (pbk) : Unpriced


Rajack-Talley, Theresa Ann.
ISBN 978-976-637-895-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

Pottinger, Audrey M.
ISBN 978-976-959-100-4 (pbk) : Unpriced
363 – OTHER SOCIAL PROBLEMS AND SERVICES
363.5 – Housing

National Housing Trust (Jamaica)
The National Housing Trust: the first thirty years 1976-2006 / researched and written by Touchstone Productions Limited. - Kingston, Jamaica : National Housing Trust, (c)2016. - xii, 220 pages : illustration; 25 cm
ISBN 978-976-610-995-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

364 – CRIMINOLOGY
364.1 – CRIMINAL OFFENSES
364.136 – Offenses against postal laws

Hansford, Justin.
ISBN 978-976-816-617-3 (pbk) : Unpriced

364.9 – HISTORICAL, GEOGRAPHICAL, PERSONS TREATMENT OF CRIME AND ITS ALLEVIATION
364.972983 – Trinidad and Tobago

Seepersad, Randy
Crime & security in Trinidad and Tobago / Randy Seepersad & Dianne Williams.
Kingston : Ian Randle Publishers, 2016. - xviii, 195 pages : illustrations; 23 cm
ISBN 978-976-637-910-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

369 – ASSOCIATIONS
369.2 – HEREDITARY, MILITARY, PATRIOTIC SOCIETIES
369.272920973 –

Timm, Birte
ISBN 978-976-637-865-3 (pbk) : Unpriced

370 – EDUCATION
371 – SCHOOLS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES; SPECIAL EDUCATION
371.4 – STUDENT GUIDANCE AND COUNSELLING

Lowe, Herbert
ISBN 978-976-824-036-1 (pbk) : Unpriced

372 – PRIMARY EDUCATION (ELEMENTARY EDUCATION)

372.1 – Organization and activities in elementary education

Thomas-Powell, Marcia
ISBN 978-976-638-165-3 (pbk) : Unpriced

372.4 – Reading

Anderson, Jenni R.

Ejodame, Ihenyen.

372.7 - MATHEMATICS

372.72 – Arithmetic

Mandara , Adrian
ISBN 978-976-824-545-8 (pbk) : Unpriced

378 – HIGHER EDUCATION (TERTIARY EDUCATION)


Wint, Alvin G.

380 – COMMERCE, COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSPORTATION

381 – Commerce (Trade)

Buchanan-Beckford, Rowan
The functions of the merchandiser / by Rowan Buchanan-Beckford. - Kingston, Jamaica : R & P Marketer, 2016. - xiv, 96 pages : illustrations ; 24 cm
500 – SCIENCE

540 – Chemistry and allied sciences

Gayle, Olando.
ISBN 978-976-638-159-2 (spiral) : Unpriced

540.76 – Education, research, related topics

Hylton, Karla.
Complete chemistry for Caribbean high school students : revision workbook with answers / Karla Hylton. - Kingston (16 Herb McKenley Drive, Kgn. 6) : Ian Randle Publishers, 2016. - 130 pages; 28 cm
ISBN 978-976-637-921-6 (pbk) : Unpriced

600 – TECHNOLOGY

610 – MEDICINE AND HEALTH
613 – PERSONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
613.2 – Dietetics

Reid, Marvin.
ISBN 978976804-134-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

613.2088796 – Dietetics and sports

Thompson, Patricia.
Caribbean diets for fitness and sports success / Patricia Thompson. - Kingston (3 York Castle Ave., Kgn. 6) : Nutrition and Diet Services, 2016. - v, 203 pages : colour illustrations; 21 cm

615 – PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
615.3 – ORGANIC DRUGS
615.321 – Drugs derived from plants

Riley, Janice.
In my backyard: powerful herbs and foods of the Caribbean part 2 / Janice Riley. - St. Mary, Jamaica: Lifeboat Publications, 2016. - x, 188 pages: colour illustrations; 28 cm

615 – PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
615.32197292 – Drugs derived from plants. Jamaica

Popular medicinal plants in Portland and Kingston, Jamaica / compiled and edited by Ina Vandebroek and David Picking. - [Kingston, Jamaica]: Ina Vandebroek and David Picking, 2016. - 191 pages: colour illustrations; 22 cm

640 – HOME AND FAMILY MANAGEMENT
649 – CHILD REARING, HOME CARE OF PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES AND ILLNESS
649.1 – Child rearing

Improper parenting: cause for crime, violence and poverty. - [Kingston]: Sweet Writers Ink, 2016. - 20 pages; 19 cm

650 – MANAGEMENT AND AUXILIARY SERVICES
650.1 – PERSONAL SUCCESS IN BUSINESS
650.142 – Resumes, cover letters, job applications

Comrie, Arthur S.
Steps in applying for a job / Arthur S. Comrie. - St. Elizabeth, Jamaica (Lot 218, Santa Cruz P.O.): Arthur S. Comrie, 2016. - 34 page; 22 cm
ISBN 978-976-824-695-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

658.3 – OFFICE MANAGEMENT
658.38 – Employee health, safety, welfare

Campbell, Edmond C.
700 – ARTS & RECREATION

707 – EDUCATION, RESEARCH RELATED TOPICS OF FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTS
707.4 – Temporary and travelling collections and exhibits

Jamaica Cultural Development Commission.
(pbk) : Unpriced

780 – MUSIC

Howard, Dennis Oliver
ISBN 978-976-637-894-3 (pbk) : Unpriced

790 – RECREATIONAL AND PERFORMING ARTS
796 – ATHLETIC AND OUTDOOR SPORTS AND GAMES
796.358 – Cricket

Martin, Paul E.
Corner trivia ... while we wait : on hold for West Indies cricket / Paul E. Martin. - Kingston : [publisher not identified], 2016. x, 158 pages : illustrations; 22 cm

800 – LITERATURE

809 – HISTORY, DESCRIPTION, CRITICAL APPRAISAL OF MORE THAN TWO LITERATURES
809.8 – LITERATURE FOR AND BY SPECIFIC KINDS OF PERSONS
809.89729 – Caribbean

Cobham, Rhonda.
810 – AMERICAN LITERATURE IN ENGLISH
811 – Jamaican poetry

Bitter, Rosemarie.
Glory to God : prayerful reflections in poetry / Rosemarie Bitter. - Kingston : [publisher not identified], 2016. - 46 pages : illustrations; 22 cm

Hogarth, Courtney A.
128 pages : illustrations (some colour); 23 cm
ISBN 978-976-958-358-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

Lorne, Miguel, 1953-

Ramsay, Paulette.
ISBN 978-976-637-918-6 (pbk) : Unpriced

Woodburn, Shirlene.
ISBN 978-976-824-529-8 (pbk) : Unpriced

813 – AMERICAN FICTION IN ENGLISH
813 (F) – Jamaican authors

Afari, Yasus.

Antonio, Kaz.
From yaad to abroad : "a young Jamaican's story of survival, manhood and success" : the story of the country boy in a big city / Kaz Antonio. - Jamaica : Casana Spence, 2016. - 233 pages; 19 cm
ISBN 978-976-957-973-6 (pbk) : Unpriced

Brown, Shaun.
The candle and the bear & other stories / Shaun Brown. - Kingston (44 Lady Musgrave Road, Kgn. 10) : Pelican Publishers, 2016. - 60 pages : illustrations; 18 cm
ISBN 978-976-824-037-8 (pbk) : Unpriced

813 (F) – Jamaican authors.

Campbell-Notice, Sandra
Mi abuela Caribena / Sandra Campbell-Notice; ilustrado por Anura Srinath; traducido por Irma Rivera Barraga; editado por Natasha S. Notice. - First edition. - St. Ann, Jamaica : Brer Anancy Press, 2016. - 38 pages : colour illustrations; 22 cm

Campbell-Notice, Sandra.

Griffiths, Orville.
How little Brown got his colour / Orville Griffiths - Kingston [64A Moylnes Road, Kgn. 10] : Kingdom Life Advancement Centre , 2016. - 19 pages : colour illustrations; 27 cm

Hitchins, Gloria.
Little Johnny the sleepwalker and his puppy / Gloria Hitchins. - Kingston (44 Lady Musgrave Rd., Kgn. 10) : Pelican Publishers, 2016. - 38 pages : illustrations; 18 cm
ISBN 978-976-824-040-8 ((pbk) : Unpriced

Kennedy, Fred W.

Marson, Una.
ISBN 978-976-826-703-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

Peart, Olive.
ISBN 978-976-638-167-7 (pbk) : Unpriced

Philp, Geoffrey.
ISBN 978-976-638-166-0 (pbk) : Unpriced

Smith- Dennis, Colleen.

813 (F) – Jamaican authors

Sylvester, Ditta.

813.54 – Fiction. 1945-1999


860 – LITERATURES OF SPANISH, PORTUGUESE, GALICIAN LANGUAGES
860.99720896 – Spanish literature

Ramsay, Paulette.
Afro-Mexican constructions of diaspora, gender, identity and nation / Paulette A. Ramsay. - Kingston, Jamaica : The University of the West Indies Press, 2016. - xix, 204 pages : illustrations, map ; 23 cm

900 – HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY

920 (B) - BIOGRAPHY

Bertram, Arnold.
ISBN 978-976-958-357-3 (hbk) : Unpriced

Ferguson, James.

Smith, Godfrey P.

920 (B) - BIOGRAPHY

Rouse-Jones, Margaret Deanne.
   Returned exile : a biography of George James Christian of Dominica and the Gold Coast, 1869-1940 / Margaret D. Rouse-Jones and Estelle M. Appiah. - Kingston, Jamaica : The University of West Indies Press, 2016. - xxi, 320 pages : illustrations; 23 cm

970 – HISTORY OF NORTH AMERICA
972 – MEXICO, CENTRAL AMERICA, WEST INDIES, BERBUDA
972.9203 – Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. 1607-1832

Besson, Jean.

972.9204 – Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. 1832-1904

Robinson, Patrick.
   Don't play the fire ; appeal! Paul Bogle and the Morant Bay war / Patrick Robinson. Kingston (37 Arnold Road, Kgn. 5) : Ministry of Education, 2016. - 56 pages : colour illustrations; 22 cm

972.9206 – Jamaica and the Cayman Islands. 1962-

Palmer, Colin A.

972.981 – Barbados

Beckles, Hilary McD.
   The first black slave society : Britain's "barbarity time" in Barbados, 1636-1876 / Hilary McD. Beckles. Kingston, Jamaica : The University of the West Indies Press, 2016. - xv, 296 pages; 23 cm

972.9844 – Saint Vincent and The Grenadines

Fraser, Adrian.